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You grow up tough you grow up mean, 
4 other brothers that will keep you lean, 
And a momma…who doth kick your ass 

You wanna name for yourself a self for your name, 
It’s your inner rage you’re trying to tame, 

And a poppa…who doth kick your ass 
And by and by well you try to fly spread your, 
wings so wide but don’t try to fly too, high…. 

Try as you might you wanna take flight sometimes the Good Lord says otherwise… be one of 
us. Working here and there never on the square, 

A pimpin and a boozing and a gambling and a losing, 
Well some of the time…anyway 

You’ll wear a badge, you’ll suffer a brand, 
Trembling folks don’t make you a man ‘cept, 

With a pal like…Holliday 

Then they mess with your kin reeking of gin, 
Let the furies in, let the games begin, 

And…send for your pal 

Only way to stop a bad guy with a gun/ is arming the good with another one firing a/ round a 
second… OK Corral 

Fool’s to gold like flies to honey, 
This Tombstone’s cold let’s follow the money…conning and cheating up the Yukon Trail 

You got a name for yourself, a self for your name, 
Ain’t particularly pleased how you got your fame, 

The thieving and corruption just tend to pale 

Silver screen’s an easy mean of gilding your life with a rosy sheen, 
nothing to do… head to Tinseltown 

So you rewrite your tale for a quick dirty sale, conjuring up a hero that all will hail, 
Burying your cheap tin badge in the ground 

He’s a gunman, an outlaw, playing both sides of a double edged sword, 
He’s a boozer, a loser/ live it up relying on the posthumous word, 

Can you change the hand of fate, cover your mistakes and rewrite your life in a better 
light… He’s a lawman, a legend… I dunno, say I dunno…. 

…peacekeeping courtesy of Samuel Colt, 
A rambler a gambler, meting out justice with a vengeful sword, 

Revered by all alive, but how you doing on the other side? 

I don’t know, I don’t know… Soul is a ruin, since you left the Last Chance Saloon 

Wyatt Earp turned from lawman to murderer to seek justice.”; 
Back off or I’ll blow you apart or my name is not Wyatt Earp. 
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